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As the year comes to a close, hopefully the students will feel as though they have 
learned a lot about interesting topics through EnACT. In this module, students will have 
discussions and/or structured debates on current events of the time. Possible topics 
will be added as the time approaches. Students will also fill out surveys to give 
feedback on the content, project, and EnACT as a program overall. 
 
Objectives 
1. Students will be able to utilize the background knowledge they now have to have 









Have a fun class that EnACT kids will enjoy by discussing and debating current events 
and debating current controversial topics. 
Question/Topics:  
1. Ask about democratic primaries 
2. Second amendment rights / gun reform laws 
3. Abortion policies 
Lecture Notes: 
Make it clear that you aren’t sharing your personal beliefs and opinions but that you 
may keep the conversation going by playing devil’s advocate. Make sure that if it’s a debate to 




To gather meaningful feedback on the EnACT program to give the future team 











Explain the purpose of the activity 
Materials:  




1. Add questions here 
2. These should enrich the students’ understanding of topics 
 
 
